
Emo�onal Ea�ng Tapping Script

(This Echo Tapping Technique is created by Brittany Watkins and Brittanywatkins.com 

I have adapted it for my use with my clients per my EFT certification with Brittany Watkins). 

When the Ball of Light is not enough, you can take that craving and try this simple echo tapping! 

Your echo is your past self that needs to have some healing work done around a certain memory.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Rate your desire for this food on a scale of 1-10. Take the food that is in front of you, or if 
you are tapping before you have the food, imagine pushing the food away in your mind.

Start tapping on the karate chop point. You can still see the food in your mind or in 
front of you and bring up the negative feeling from not being able to get to the food. 
You might even be able to smell it or your mouth might even be watering. Allow yourself 
to really feel this negative emotion from not eating this food that you really want.

Continue tapping through the points. As you feel this negative feeling in your body, go 
back to the first time you remember feeling this way and ask yourself: How old am I right 
now….. even if you think you are making it up.

Take the first age that comes up and ask yourself, what is happening around you in this 
memory?

Take the first thoughts that come up. Make sure you are looking through your own eyes 
of your younger self in this memory.  
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6.

7.

8.

As you continue tapping through the points, talk through your feelings in this memory. 
Tell yourself you can let go of whatever these feelings are. Tell yourself some ho’oponopono: 
I’m sorry, please forgive me, thank you, I love you. Continue with: These feelings no longer 
serve me. I am willing to let them go and heal the feelings in this memory.

Continue tapping until you feel your body shift and release the original negative 
emotion.

Once you feel the release, stop checking and check on your desire for the food. Repeat if 
your desire is not down enough.  
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